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Introduction

• Research puzzle and motivation
• Research question: is Kosher Electricity a building block 

or a stumbling stone for renewable energy 
transformation?

• What is the position or religion concerning renewable energy 
change and sustainability?

• Why are religious actors concerned by renewable 
transformation? And how do they act?

• What is the impact of religion and religious actors on 
renewable transformation?

• Scant literature on the role of religion in energy 
transformation



What is Kosher Electricity?

• A problem related to the production of 
electricity during Shabbat and holidays

• Shabbat is a central pillar of the Jewish faith
• A problem of a sizable part of the 

population



Kosher Electricity: A Catalyst or a Barrier?

• Natural gas generators
• Peaking power plants
• Full automatization

• Small scale solar panels • Medium and large scale 
solar and wind 
production

Short-term Long-term

Anti 
renewable 
energy

• Diesel generators
• Car batteries at home

Pro 
renewable 
energy

Illegal diesel generator placed in the middle of urban setting, 
pictured from the children room

This area was designated for a public park for the 
benefit of the residents of Bnei Brak (Halochamim
neighbourhood)

Yet, one day the residents discovered that the designated 
area was illegally taken by operators of kosher diesel 
generators

Eventually, the public park turned into an illegal diesel 
generators farm: radiation, noise, dangerous cables 
connecting buildings, pollution and diesel leakages to the 
soil

“Shabbat” diesel generator installed 
in Ramat Beit Shemesh Gimel town 
installed underground as part of a 
pilot scheme

Peaking power plant (Peaker plant), TexasSmall scale solar systems in a high-rising 
urban setting

Large scale solar production



Preliminary insights

• An exceptional case study? not necessarily.
• A social acceptance problem?
• A religious problem or a consumer problem?
• Limits to community self-segregation practices creates bottom-up 

pressure for political change
• Political opportunism of Ultra-Orthodox parties
• Transition to renewable energy is compatible with Judaism



Questions?
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